ACROSS
1 second son
5 first book
8 surrounded by river
9 grandson of oldest man
13 Ham was his father
14 symbol of God's promise
16 first home for first couple
17 author of first book
19 ________ was called heaven
20 a bird
24 ________ was upon the face of the deep
26 land where there is gold
27 first woman
28 first man
29 but Noah found ____ in the eyes of God

DOWN
2 let there be ________
3 river flowing from the garden
4 Noah planted a ___________
5 type of wood
6 a third son
7 first five books
10 Adam had __________ over the . . .
11 first son
12 ________ of good and evil
15 mountains
17 oldest man
18 first form of evil
21 walked with God
22 son of Noah
23 an ________ branch
25 where Cain dwelt